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The chemical reaction H+
3 + H2 → H2 + H+

3 is the simplest bimolecular reaction involving a poly-
atomic, yet is complex enough that exact quantum mechanical calculations to adequately model its
dynamics are still unfeasible. In particular, the branching fractions for the “identity,” “proton hop,”
and “hydrogen exchange” reaction pathways are unknown, and to date, experimental measurements
of this process have been limited. In this work, the nuclear-spin-dependent steady-state kinetics of
the H+

3 + H2 reaction is examined in detail, and employed to generate models of the ortho:para
ratio of H+

3 formed in plasmas of varying ortho:para H2 ratios. One model is based entirely on
nuclear spin statistics, and is appropriate for temperatures high enough to populate a large num-
ber of H+

3 rotational states. Efforts are made to include the influence of three-body collisions in
this model by deriving nuclear spin product branching fractions for the H+

5 + H2 reaction. Another
model, based on rate coefficients calculated using a microcanonical statistical approach, is appro-
priate for lower-temperature plasmas in which energetic considerations begin to compete with the
nuclear spin branching fractions. These models serve as a theoretical framework for interpreting the
results of laboratory studies on the reaction of H+

3 with H2. © 2011 American Institute of Physics.
[doi:10.1063/1.3587245]

I. INTRODUCTION

Symmetry and its associated selection rules have long
been an integral component of spectroscopy.1, 2 For high-
resolution spectroscopy, the complete nuclear permutation-
inversion (CNPI) group representation3–5 has been useful for
assigning symmetry labels to rotational energy levels and cal-
culating nuclear spin statistical weights (NSSWs), in particu-
lar for nonrigid molecules. The CNPI representation is based
on the fact that the molecular Hamiltonian is invariant under
permutations of identical nuclei and spatial inversion of all
particles through the molecular center-of-mass, in contrast to
point group theory, which depends on the geometrical sym-
metry of a set of nuclei.

The formulation of the CNPI groups allows for an
easy determination of the consequences of Bose-Einstein
(for integer-spin nuclei) or Fermi-Dirac (for half-integer-spin
nuclei) statistics. According to Dirac’s formulation6 of the
Pauli exclusion principle,7 a molecular wavefunction must be
symmetric with respect to permutation of identical bosons,
and antisymmetric with respect to permutation of identical
fermions. When applied to H2 and H+

3 , the consequence is
that the nuclear spin configuration of each molecule is linked
to its rotational manifold. For H2, the ortho configuration
(o-H2, I = 1) exists only in rotational levels in which J is
odd, and the para configuration (p-H2, I = 0) exists only in
the even-J levels. The symmetry of H+

3 is a bit more complex,
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but it can be shown that in the vibrational ground state, the
nuclear spin configurations are linked to the projection quan-
tum number k: o-H+

3 (I = 3/2) → k = 3n, p-H+
3 (I = 1/2)

→ k = 3n ± 1, where n is an integer.8

Because the nuclear magnetic interaction is rather weak,
the nuclear spin configurations of H2 and H+

3 behave as in-
dependent chemical species, meaning that I is a good quan-
tum number in these systems. Interconversion between nu-
clear spin configurations in each of these molecules can only
be accomplished by means of interaction with a strong, local,
inhomogeneous magnetic field (such as the surface of a fer-
romagnetic catalyst), or by means of reactive collisions that
result in scrambling of nuclei. The thermoneutral reaction H+

3
+ H2 → H2 + H+

3 is a prime example of this type of reac-
tion. However, because I is a good quantum number in each
molecule, this reaction is subject to selection rules9, 10 based
on the conservation of the total nuclear spin of the system.

Beyond the fundamental interest of studying selection
rules in chemical reactions, the reaction between H+

3 and
H2 has practical application as well. Hydrogen is by far the
most abundant element in the universe, and consequently H2

and H+
3 serve as useful probes of astrophysical or extrater-

restrial conditions. In particular, H+
3 has been used to image

auroral activity in the atmospheres of Jupiter,11 Saturn,12 and
Uranus ,13 to probe gas density and temperature in the galactic
center,14 and to estimate the interstellar cosmic-ray ionization
rate.15, 16 In molecular clouds, only the lowest states of o-H+

3
and p-H+

3 are populated, and the inferred ortho:para ratio of
H+

3 has been used to estimate interstellar cloud temperatures
and dimensions.15, 17, 18 In these environments, the H+

3 + H2

reaction is the dominant means by which the nuclear spin of
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H+
3 can be changed, and the selection rules for this reaction

have important implications for the use of H+
3 as a tempera-

ture probe.19

To understand the H+
3 + H2 reaction, especially its role

in the interstellar medium, laboratory measurements of its nu-
clear spin dependence are needed. Initial measurements of
this reaction have been performed in a ∼400 K hydrogenic
plasma, but the associated analysis was rather complex, and
not readily applicable to experiments at lower temperatures.20

Furthermore, in a laboratory plasma, the gas density may
be sufficiently high to allow for three-body reactions to oc-
cur. If these exhibit nuclear spin dependence, then they will
interfere with the measurement of the two-body process.
These effects were not taken into account in the previous
work.

In this paper, we present chemical models aimed at
assessing the nuclear spin dependence of the H+

3 + H2

reaction. The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we
examine in more detail the nuclear spin selection rules as
they apply to reactions in laboratory plasmas. In Sec. III, we
derive models for nuclear spin dependence in a laboratory
plasma at high temperature, and then we derive a model for a
low-temperature plasma in Sec. IV. We summarize the work
in Sec. V. The models in this paper can be applied directly
to experimental measurements, and are intended to serve as a
framework for the interpretation of such measurements (see
the following article in this issue21).

II. NUCLEAR SPIN SELECTION RULES

The nuclear spin selection rules9, 10 result in NSSWs for
various nuclear spin reactant and product channels. If the en-
ergy available in a chemical reaction is sufficiently high, then
these NSSWs describe the outcomes of the reaction in a sta-
tistical manner. We call this situation the “high temperature
limit.” The NSSWs have been derived for the H+

3 + H2 sys-
tem by Oka10 in terms of the rotation group representations
of the nuclear spin angular momentum. For three-body col-
lisions proceeding through a (H+

7 )* complex, the NSSWs for
the seven-particle H+

5 + H2 system must be used. In this sec-
tion, we review the NSSWs for the H+

3 + H2 system, and
derive NSSWs for H+

5 + H2.

A. H+
3 + H2

The rotation group representation of the nuclear
spin angular momentum of H2 is (D1/2)2 = D1 ⊕ D0,
and that of H+

3 is (D1/2)3 = D3/2 ⊕ 2D1/2. The corre-
spondence between the representations and the nuclear
spin states (with statistical weights in parentheses) is:
D1 → o-H2 (2 × 1 + 1 = 3), D0 → p-H2 (2 × 0 + 1 = 1),
D3/2 → o-H+

3 (2 × 3/2 + 1 = 4), and 2D1/2 → p-H+
3

(2[2 × 1/2 + 1] = 4). Using the procedure described by
Oka,10 the NSSWs for the possible reactions between the
nuclear spin configurations of H+

3 and H2 can be calculated,
and these are shown for convenience in Table I.

In the H+
3 + H2 reaction, proton scrambling may be in-

complete, as has been experimentally demonstrated for this
system20 and for the D+

3 + H2 system.22 Following Oka, we

TABLE I. Total nuclear spin statistical weights for the H+
3 + H2 reaction

(see Ref. 10). The table rows correspond to the nuclear spin configuration
of reactant (H+

3 ,H2) pairs, and the table columns correspond to the product
pairs.

(H+
3 ,H2) Weight (D3/2,D1) (D3/2,D0) (D1/2,D1) (D1/2,D0)

(D3/2,D1) 12 37/5 1 14/5 4/5
(D3/2,D0) 4 1 1 2 0
(D1/2,D1) 12 14/5 2 28/5 8/5
(D1/2,D0) 4 4/5 0 8/5 8/5

define the three statistical reaction pathways as follows:

H̃+
3 + H2 → H̃+

3 + H2, (1)

H̃+
3 + H2 → H2H̃+ + H̃2, (2)

H̃+
3 + H2 → HH̃+

2 + HH̃. (3)

These are the identity (1), proton hop (2), and hydrogen ex-
change (3) pathways, with branching fractions Sid, Shop, and
Sexch (1/10, 3/10, and 6/10 in the statistical limit, respec-
tively). NSSWs can be calculated for each of these individ-
ually, and the results organized in matrix form. The ordering
of rows and columns in these matrices correspond to the or-
dering in Table I. The identity matrix is given by the statisti-
cal weight of each channel multiplied by Sid; the hop matrix
is calculated by representing a proton hop as the sequence
H+

3 → H2 + H+, followed by H+ + H̃2 → HH̃
+
2 and apply-

ing Oka’s method. Finally, the exchange matrix is obtained by
subtracting the identity and hop matrices from the total matrix
shown in Table I. These matrices are shown in Eqs. (4)–(6),
along with their values in the statistical limit:

id = Sid

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

12 0 0 0
0 4 0 0
0 0 12 0
0 0 0 4

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

→

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

6/5 0 0 0
0 2/5 0 0
0 0 6/5 0
0 0 0 2/5

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (4)

hop = Shop

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

8 0 4 0
0 0 4 0
4 4 2 2
0 0 2 2

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

→

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

12/5 0 6/5 0
0 0 6/5 0

6/5 6/5 3/5 3/5
0 0 3/5 3/5

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (5)

exch = Sexch

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

19/3 5/3 8/3 4/3
5/3 1 4/3 0
8/3 4/3 19/3 5/3
4/3 0 5/3 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

→

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

19/5 1 8/5 4/5
1 3/5 4/5 0

8/5 4/5 19/5 1
4/5 0 1 3/5

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (6)
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TABLE II. Mechanism-specific nuclear spin branching fractions for the
formation of o-H+

3 and p-H+
3 from the H+

3 + H2 reaction with the (H+
3 ,H2)

reactant nuclear spin configurations.

Hop Exchange

(H+
3 ,H2) o-H+

3 p-H+
3 o-H+

3 p-H+
3

(D3/2,D1) 2/3 1/3 2/3 1/3
(D3/2,D0) 0 1 2/3 1/3
(D1/2,D1) 2/3 1/3 1/3 2/3
(D1/2,D0) 0 1 1/3 2/3

It is often the case that H2 is more abundant than H+
3 by

several orders of magnitude, such as in a laboratory plasma,
and therefore the nuclear spin configuration of the product
H2 might not be important, especially if the plasma is pulsed.
The number of H+

3 + H2 collisions will not be sufficient to
significantly change the H2 ortho:para ratio, so the branching
fractions for the formation of o-H+

3 and p-H+
3 can be calcu-

lated ignoring the nuclear spin of the product H2. This can be
done separately for the hop and exchange reactions, and the
results are summarized in Table II.

B. H+
5 + H2

In a laboratory plasma, the collision rate may be high
enough that during the lifetime of the (H+

5 )* complex formed
by H+

3 and H2, the complex undergoes an additional colli-
sion with H2. In such a three-body process, the excess en-
ergy of the complex may be drawn away, forming a stable
H+

5 species. Alternatively, the incoming H2 may add to form
an (H+

7 )* complex, where additional proton scrambling may
occur, followed by the dissociation pathway (H+

7 )*→ (H+
5 )*

+ H2 → H+
3 + 2H2. To model this process, we must derive

the NSSWs for the H+
5 + H2 system.

Following Oka’s procedure, we first define the angular
momentum representation of this reaction. H+

5 is represented
as (D1/2)5 = D5/2 ⊕ 4D3/2 ⊕ 5D1/2, and the reaction is rep-
resented by

(D5/2 ⊕ 4D3/2 ⊕ 5D1/2) ⊗ (D1 ⊕ D0)

→ D7/2 ⊕ 6D5/2 ⊕ 14D3/2 ⊕ 14D1/2

→ (D5/2 ⊕ 4D3/2 ⊕ 5D1/2) ⊗ (D1 ⊕ D0).

The reaction is then broken down into individual reactants.
For this reaction, the forward and reverse reactions are identi-

cal, but to remain consistent with Oka’s notation, the reverse
reactions are

D7/2 ⊕ D5/2 ⊕ D3/2 ← D5/2 ⊗ D1,

D5/2 ← D5/2 ⊗ D0,

4D5/2 ⊕ 4D3/2 ⊕ 4D1/2 ← 4D3/2 ⊗ D1,

4D3/2 ← 4D3/2 ⊗ D0,

5D3/2 ⊕ 5D1/2 ← 5D1/2 ⊗ D1,

5D1/2 ← 5D1/2 ⊗ D0.

This leads to the normalized outcomes for the intermediates:

D7/2 → 8(D5/2 ⊗ D1/18),

D5/2 → (D5/2 ⊗ D1/18) ⊕ (D5/2 ⊗ D0/6)

⊕4(D3/2 ⊗ D1/12),

D3/2 → 2

7
(D5/2 ⊗ D1/18) ⊕ 8

7
(D3/2 ⊗ D1/12)

⊕8

7
(D3/2 ⊗ D0/4) ⊕ 10

7
(D1/2 ⊗ D1/6),

D1/2 → 4

7
(D3/2 ⊗ D1/12) ⊕ 5

7
(D1/2 ⊗ D1/6)

⊕5

7
(D1/2 ⊗ D0/2).

From here, the calculation of the total NSSW matrix is pos-
sible, and an example will be given for completeness. To
calculate a NSSW, the total weights of possible reaction path-
ways for a given reactant-product pair must be added. For
reactant pair (D3/2,D1) and product pair (D5/2,D1), this
proceeds as follows: the reactant 4(D3/2 ⊗ D1) gives the
intermediates 4D5/2, 4D3/2, and 4D1/2. For each interme-
diate, the normalized weight corresponding to the product
(D5/2 ⊗ D1) is its coefficient in the appropriate normalized
outcome listed above. For the 4D1/2 intermediates, the de-
sired product is not obtained; for the 4D5/2 and 4D3/2 inter-
mediates, the coefficients are 4 × 1 and 4 × 2/7, respectively,
giving a total weight of 36/7. The reverse reaction (D5/2,D1)
→ (D3/2,D1) has the same weight, as the reaction is symmet-
ric. The NSSWs for all reactant and product pairs are listed in
Table III.

To calculate mechanism-specific NSSWs, the next step is
to define the statistical mechanisms for the system:

H+
5 + H̃2 → H+

5 + H̃2, (7)

H+
5 + H̃2 → H3H̃

+
2 + H2, (8)

TABLE III. As Table I, for the H+
5 + H2 reaction.

(H+
5 ,H2) Weight (D5/2,D1) (D5/2,D0) (D3/2,D1) (D3/2,D0) (D1/2,D1) (D1/2,D0)

(D5/2,D1) 18 65/7 1 36/7 8/7 10/7 0
(D5/2,D0) 6 1 1 4 0 0 0
(D3/2,D1) 48 36/7 4 160/7 32/7 60/7 20/7
(D3/2,D0) 16 8/7 0 32/7 32/7 40/7 0
(D1/2,D1) 30 10/7 0 60/7 40/7 75/7 25/7
(D1/2,D0) 10 0 0 20/7 0 25/7 25/7
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TABLE IV. Values of gpI for product pair p and intermediate angular mo-
mentum representation DI .

p D7/2 D5/2 D3/2 D1/2

(D5/2,D1) 8 6 4 0
(D5/2,D0) 0 6 0 0
(D3/2,D1) 0 6 4 2
(D3/2,D0) 0 0 4 0
(D1/2,D1) 0 0 4 2
(D1/2,D0) 0 0 0 2

H+
5 + H̃2 → H4H̃

+ + H̃H. (9)

Reaction (7) is the “identity” mechanism with statistical
weight 1, (8) is the “H+

3 hop” mechanism with statistical
weight 10, and (9) is the “hydrogen exchange” mechanism
with statistical weight 10. However, both the H+

3 hop and hy-
drogen exchange pathways are complex, and application of
Oka’s method for calculating mechanism-specific NSSWs is
nontrivial.

An alternative formulation for calculating the NSSWs
of the H+

3 + H2 system has been demonstrated by Park and
Light,23 and this approach can be more readily applied to the
H+

5 + H2 system. Using the statistical mechanisms (7), (8),
and (9), the mechanism-specific NSSW (B M

pr ) for reactant pair
r and product pair p through mechanism M can be calculated
by

B M
pr = SM

∑
I

gpI P M
pIr , (10)

where gpI is the statistical weight of the DI representation
leading to p, SM is the statistical weight of the reaction path-
way, and P M

pIr is the cumulative spin modification probability
for reactant r to product p through an intermediate with an-
gular momentum I . The values of gpI can be found in Table
IV. In the statistical limit, Sid is 1/21, and Shop and Sexch are
10/21.

Calculation of P M
pIr requires construction of basis states

for calculating transition matrix elements. The easiest basis
set for defining the scrambling operators is that of proton nu-
clear spin angular momentum projections. This basis set is

TABLE V. Angular momentum substates for each I5 state of H+
5 .

I5 Substates (I3, Iab, Ide)

5/2 (3/2,1,1)
3/2 (3/2,1,1), (3/2,1,0), (1/2,1,1), (1/2,0,1)
1/2 (3/2,1,1), (1/2,1,1), (1/2,0,1), (1/2,1,0), (1/2,0,0)

defined by the projection quantum number of the nuclear spin
angular momentum of each proton in the (HaHbHcHdHe)+

+ (H f Hg) system:
∣∣ma, mb, mc, md , me, m f , mg

〉
(as a gen-

eral note on notation, m represents a projection quantum
number, and I represents a total angular momentum quan-
tum number). In this basis set, the scrambling operators
take very simple forms: O id = Î , Ohop = p̂a f p̂bg, and Oexch

= p̂e f , where p̂ab is a permutation operator for nuclei a
and b.

However, these 128 (27) orthonormal basis states do
not directly map to the 128 reactant/product pair states,
which are 18 × (D5/2,D1), 6 × (D5/2,D0), 12 × 4(D3/2,D1),
4 × 4(D3/2,D0), 6 × 5(D1/2,D1), and 2 × 5(D1/2,D0). In-
stead, these states are represented by the orthonormal total nu-
clear spin basis states |I7, m7, I5, I3, Iab, Ide, I2〉. In this form,
I5 and I2 are the total nuclear spin angular momenta of H+

5
and H2, and I7 and m7 are the total nuclear spin angular mo-
mentum of the entire system and its projection. The quantities
Iab and Ide are the combined nuclear spin angular momenta
of the (a, b) and (d, e) proton pairs in H+

5 , and I3 is the com-
bined angular momentum of Iab and Ic. Together, I3, Iab, and
Ide specify angular momentum substates of the I5 state of H+

5
(see Table V). The elements of these substates can be com-
pared to the elements of the basis states of Park and Light
for the H+

3 + H2 system (our notation is slightly different):
I5 → I, m5 → Iz, I3 → I3, Iab → i2, and Ide → I2.

The orthonormal nuclear spin angular momentum ba-
sis states |I7, m7, I5, I3, Iab, Ide, I2〉 can be constructed from
linear combinations of the proton projection basis states∣∣ma, mb, mc, md , me, m f , mg

〉
; the weighting coefficients are

products of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as shown in Eq. (11).
The projections are defined explicitly as follows: m2 = m f

+ mg , mab = ma + mb, mde = md + me, m3 = mab + mc,
and m5 = m3 + mde.

|I7, m7, I5, I3, Iab, Ide, I2〉 =
∑

ma ,mb,mc,md ,me,m f ,mg

〈I5, m5; I2, m2|I7, m7〉〈I3, m3; Ide, mde|I5, m5〉

× 〈Iab, mab; Ic, mc| I3, m3〉 〈Id , md ; Ie, me| Ide, mde〉 〈Ia, ma ; Ib, mb| Iab, mab〉
×〈I f , m f ; Ig, mg|I2, m2〉|ma, mb, mc, md , me, m f , mg〉, (11)

Having defined the orthonormal total nuclear spin angular momentum basis states and the linear combinations of proton basis
states that compose them, the mechanism-specific cumulative nuclear spin modification probability P M

pIr can be calculated
[Eq. (12)]. The summation takes into account the factors of 4 and 5 for D3/2 and D1/2 as seen in the rotation group representation
of H+

5 (D5/2 ⊕ 4D3/2 ⊕ 5D1/2). All values of P M
pIr are shown in Table VI.

P M
pIr =

∑
I p
3 ,I p

ab,I p
de,I r

3 ,I r
ab,I r

de

∣∣〈I7, m7, I p
5 , I p

3 , I p
ab, I p

de, I p
2

∣∣ O M
∣∣I7, m7, I r

5 , I r
3 , I r

ab, I r
de, I r

2

〉∣∣2
, (12)
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Using the P M
pIr values in Table VI with Eq. (10) al-

lows calculation of the mechanism-specific NSSWs. Equa-
tions (13)–(15) show the branching fraction matrices as a
function of SM , and also show the matrices in the statistical
limit (Sid = 1/21, Shop = 10/21, and Sexch = 10/21). These
matrices are ordered the same as Table III.

id = Sid

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

18 0 0 0 0 0
0 6 0 0 0 0
0 0 48 0 0 0
0 0 0 16 0 0
0 0 0 0 30 0
0 0 0 0 0 10

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

→

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

6/7 0 0 0 0 0
0 2/7 0 0 0 0
0 0 16/7 0 0 0
0 0 0 16/21 0 0
0 0 0 0 10/7 0
0 0 0 0 0 10/21

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

, (13)

hop = Shop

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

9 0 6 0 3 0
0 0 6 0 0 0
6 6 20 4 10 2
0 0 4 4 8 0
3 0 10 8 5 4
0 0 2 0 4 4

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

→

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

30/7 0 20/7 0 10/7 0
0 0 20/7 0 0 0

20/7 20/7 200/21 40/21 100/21 20/21
0 0 40/21 40/21 80/21 0

10/7 0 100/21 80/21 50/21 40/21
0 0 20/21 0 40/21 40/21

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

(14)

exch = Sexch

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

87/10 21/10 24/5 12/5 0 0
21/10 3/2 12/5 0 0 0
24/5 12/5 116/5 28/5 8 4
12/5 0 28/5 4 4 0

0 0 8 4 29/2 7/2
0 0 4 0 7/2 5/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

→

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

29/7 1 16/7 8/7 0 0
1 5/7 8/7 0 0 0

16/7 8/7 232/21 56/21 80/21 40/21
8/7 0 56/21 40/21 40/21 0
0 0 80/21 40/21 145/21 35/21
0 0 40/21 0 35/21 25/21

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

(15)

Adding the statistical matrices for the identity, H+
3 hop,

and hydrogen exchange mechanisms gives the total NSSW

matrix: ⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

65/7 1 36/7 8/7 10/7 0
1 1 4 0 0 0

36/7 4 160/7 32/7 60/7 20/7
8/7 0 32/7 32/7 40/7 0
10/7 0 60/7 40/7 75/7 25/7

0 0 20/7 0 25/7 25/7

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

These are identical to the total NSSWs calculated using Oka’s
method (Table III), which suggests that the calculation has
been done properly. As with the H+

3 + H2 reaction, in a pulsed
laboratory plasma the spin configuration of the product H2

is not important, and the mechanism-specific branching frac-
tions can be further reduced in terms of the branching frac-
tions for the D5/2, D3/2, and D1/2 spin configurations of H+

5 .
These results are in Table VII.

III. HIGH TEMPERATURE MODEL

At sufficiently high temperature, the NSSWs calculated
in Sec. II can be exploited to determine the outcome of a large
number of H+

3 + H2 collisions. In this section, we derive a
model for the resultant p-H+

3 fraction (p3) at steady state in a
plasma of a certain p-H2 fraction (p2), considering only two-
body H+

3 -H2 collisions. We then derive a model that takes into
account the possibility of three-body collisions.

A. Two-body high temperature model

In a laboratory plasma consisting only of hydrogen, the
chemistry occurring is relatively simple compared to other
plasmas. H2 is ionized by electron impact to give predomi-
nantly H+

2 . H+
2 is destroyed very rapidly by the reaction H+

2
+ H2 → H+

3 + H, causing H+
3 to typically be the dominant

ion in the plasma.24, 25 H+
3 can undergo proton scrambling re-

actions with H2, and can form larger H+
2n+1 clusters through

three-body reactions. H+
3 and larger clusters are all destroyed

either by further cluster formation, dissociative recombina-
tion, or ambipolar diffusion. Finally, hydrogen atoms can re-
combine in a three-body process to re-form H2.

To study the H+
3 + H2 reaction, it is desirable to iso-

late the process as much as possible, which can be accom-
plished by tuning plasma conditions. If the ortho:para ratio
of H+

3 is established primarily by this reaction, as opposed
to any other nuclear-spin-dependent processes, then the nu-
clear spin dependence can be directly inferred. Because H+

3
formation10 and destruction via dissociative recombination
with electrons26–28 exhibit spin dependence, the H+

3 + H2 re-
action can control the ortho:para ratio of H+

3 only if H+
3 un-

dergoes many collisions with H2 prior to its destruction.
However, a more subtle effect is the H atom recombina-

tion to form H2. The ortho:para ratio of H2 in the plasma is
equally as important as that of H+

3 . For instance, in a plasma
of pure p-H2 at room temperature, the H atom recombination
on the walls of the containment vessel will produce normal-
H2 (n-H2: 25% p-H2, 75% o-H2). Over time, this will cause a
reduction in the p-H2 fraction. This effect is in addition to the
change in p-H2 fraction caused by the H+

3 + H2 reaction itself.
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TABLE VI. Mechanism-specific cumulative nuclear spin modification probabilities P M
pIr for H+

5 + H2.

Product p
Reactant Total spin Mechanism
r I M (5/2,1) (5/2,0) (3/2,1) (3/2,0) (1/2,1) (1/2,0)

id 1 0 0 0 0 0
7/2 hop 1 0 0 0 0 0

exch 1 0 0 0 0 0

id 1 0 0 0 0 0
(5/2,1) 5/2 hop 4/25 0 21/25 0 0 0

exch 9/100 35/100 56/100 0 0 0

id 1 0 0 0 0 0
3/2 hop 1/100 0 24/100 0 75/100 0

exch 1/25 0 9/25 15/25 0 0

id 0 1 0 0 0 0
(5/2,0) 5/2 hop 0 0 1 0 0 0

exch 7/20 5/20 8/20 0 0 0

id 0 0 4 0 0 0
5/2 hop 21/25 25/25 54/25 0 0 0

exch 14/25 10/25 76/25 0 0 0

id 0 0 4 0 0 0
(3/2,1) 3/2 hop 18/75 0 107/75 75/75 100/75 0

exch 27/75 0 43/75 105/75 125/75 0

id 0 0 4 0 0 0
1/2 hop 0 0 2/3 0 7/3 3/3

exch 0 0 4/3 0 2/3 6/3

id 0 0 0 4 0 0
(1/2, 0) 3/2 hop 0 0 1 1 2 0

exch 3/5 0 7/5 5/5 5/5 0

id 0 0 0 0 5 0
3/2 hop 9/12 0 16/12 24/12 11/12 0

exch 0 0 5/3 3/3 7/3 0
(1/2,1)

id 0 0 0 0 5 0
1/2 hop 0 0 7/3 0 2/3 6/3

exch 0 0 2/3 0 31/12 7/4

id 0 0 0 0 0 5
(1/2,0) 1/2 hop 0 0 1 0 2 2

exch 0 0 8/4 0 7/4 5/4

An additional constraint, therefore, is that the plasma should
be pulsed, and measurements taken as soon as possible after
steady state is reached to avoid changes in the p-H2 fraction.
These conditions could be met in a pulsed hollow cathode dis-
charge, or alternatively by storing H+

3 in a radiofrequency ion
trap with H2 as a buffer gas.

Provided sufficient H+
3 -H2 collisions occur, the or-

tho:para H+
3 ratio can be modeled using the nuclear spin

branching fractions from Table II. To begin, we model
d/dt([p-H+

3 ]) in terms of the hop and exchange reac-
tions involving all combinations of o-H+

3 , p-H+
3 , o-H2,

and p-H2 (square brackets, such as [p-H+
3 ], denote number

TABLE VII. Fractional H+
5 spin product outcomes of the H+

5 + H2 reaction.

Hop Exchange

Reactant pair D5/2 D3/2 D1/2 D5/2 D3/2 D1/2

(D5/2,D1) 3/6 2/6 1/6 3/5 2/5 0
(D5/2,D0) 0 1 0 3/5 2/5 0
(D3/2,D1) 1/4 2/4 1/4 3/20 12/20 5/20
(D3/2,D0) 0 1/2 1/2 3/20 12/20 5/20
(D1/2,D1) 1/10 6/10 3/10 0 2/5 3/5
(D1/2,D0) 0 1/5 4/5 0 2/5 3/5
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densities):

d[p-H+
3 ]

dt
=

{
k H

(
1

3
[o-H2] + 1[p-H2]

)

+k E

(
1

3
[o-H2] + 1

3
[p-H2]

)}
[o-H+

3 ]

−
{

k H

(
2

3
[o-H2] + 0[p-H2]

)

+k E

(
1

3
[o-H2] + 1

3
[p-H2]

)}
[p-H+

3 ], (16)

where k H and k E are the rates of the proton hop and hydro-
gen exchange reactions. The choice of using d/dt([p-H+

3 ]) is
arbitrary; the final result is the same if d/dt([o-H+

3 ]) is used
instead as a starting point. Invoking the steady state approxi-
mation, this equation is equal to 0.

Rather than working with absolute number densities, it
is more convenient to work with spin state fractions. Be-
cause [p-H+

3 ] + [o-H+
3 ] = [H+

3 ] (and likewise for [H2]), the
number densities of the spin states can be expressed by a
single parameter; in this case we choose the para-fractions
p3 ≡ [p-H+

3 ]/[H+
3 ] and p2 ≡ [p-H2]/[H2]. Dividing the

equation by the product [H+
3 ][H2] gives

0 =
{

k H

(
1

3
(1 − p2) + p2

)

+k E

(
1

3
(1 − p2) + 1

3
p2

)}
(1 − p3)

−
{

k H

(
2

3
(1 − p2)

)
+ k E

(
1

3
(1 − p2) + 1

3
p2

)}
p3.

This can be solved for p3 and simplified:

p3 = k H
(

1
3 + 2

3 p2
) + 1

3 k E

k H + 2
3 k E

.

The quantity k E/3 can be factored from both the numerator
and denominator. Defining α ≡ k H/k E = Shop/Sexch gives
the final result:

p3 = α + 2αp2 + 1

3α + 2
. (17)

Equation (17) is a remarkably simple expression that
allows for an experimental determination of the hop-to-
exchange ratio α by measuring p3 in a plasma of known p2.
As seen in Fig. 1, this model suggests that the relationship be-
tween p3 and p2 is linear, and that the slope should be related
to α. It also suggests that no matter the value of α, a n-H2

plasma (p2 = 0.25) should produce n-H+
3 (50% o-H+

3 , 50%
p-H+

3 ). The most sensitive probe of α would be an experiment
performed with pure p-H2. This has been done by Cordon-
nier et al.20, who found that in a ∼400 K p-H2 pulsed hollow
cathode plasma, p3 was 0.89 or 0.91, depending on which
spectroscopic transitions were observed. Using Eq. (17), these
give α = 2.4 or 3.0, respectively, which are the same values
they derived using a complex kinetic model including H+

3 for-
mation, dissociative recombination, and ambipolar diffusion.
This gives some validation to the assumptions that went into
the derivation of our simplified model.

An important question to consider is the timescale on
which steady state is reached. Dividing Eq. (16) by [H+

3 ] and
integrating gives

p3(t) = p3,∞ − (p3,∞ − p3,o) exp

{
−

(
k H + 2

3
k E

)
[H2]t

}
,

where p3,∞ and p3,o are the values of p3 at t = ∞ and t = 0,
respectively. The argument in the exponential is an expression
nearly equal to the reactive collision rate of H+

3 and H2. After
a few reactive collisions, p3 should already be at its steady
state value.

This model is valid only if p2 is constant, which is the
case if H2 has an independent means of thermalizing its spin
temperature at a constant value, or at early stages of a cw dis-
charge before H atom recombination and proton scrambling
can lead to significant changes in p2. In a cw p-H2 plasma at
room temperature, this model can still be applied, but p2 will
have to be replaced by a function p2(t) to include the long-
term time dependence of p2. There may be cases in which the
H+

3 + H2 reaction is the only means by which the spin of H2

can be converted; in these cases it is possible to set up a pair
of coupled differential equations that will give the steady state
values of p3 and p2, but such a model is beyond the scope of
this paper.

B. Three-body high temperature model

The model derived in the previous section ignores the
possibility of any three-body processes occurring in the
plasma. This assumption is valid so long as the pressure is
sufficiently low, or if three-body reactions do not exhibit any
appreciable nuclear spin dependence on H+

3 . If these condi-
tions are not met, then values of α derived from interpreta-
tions of laboratory data based on the two-body model may be
inaccurate. Through more detailed modeling, it may be pos-
sible to detect and disentangle any three-body processes from
the underlying two-body process. There are two three-body
reactions to consider: H+

5 formation via H+
3 + 2H2 → H+

5
+ H2, and proton scrambling through a (H+

7 )* collision com-
plex via H+

3 + 2H2→ (H+
5 )* + H2→ (H+

7 )* → H+
3 + 2H2.

The H+
5 formation reaction has been studied by Paul

et al.29 by introducing H+
3 into a 10 K radiofrequency ion trap

surrounded by a bath of H2 with a known p-H2 fraction. They
observed that H+

5 formation was much more rapid when p-H2

FIG. 1. The two-body high temperature model [Eq. (17)] for values of α

ranging from 0 (purple, horizontal) to ∞ (red, steepest slope).
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TABLE VIII. Reactions and rates used in the three-body high temperature
model. The nuclear spin dependence of each reaction is not listed explicitly
here. The final reaction is written so as to only allow for (H+

5 )* to undergo
at most one collision with H2. The superscript L refers to a Langevin rate
coefficient, and the superscript u refers to a unimolecular dissociation rate
coefficient.

Reaction Rate

H+
3 + H2 → (H+

5 )* kL
3,2[H+

3 ][H2]

(H+
5 )* → H+

3 + H2 ku
5 [(H+

5 )*]

(H+
5 )* + H2 → (H+

7 )* kL
5,2[(H+

5 )*][H2]

(H+
7 )* → H+

3 + 2H2 ku
7 [(H+

7 )*]

was used instead of n-H2. However, they did not investigate
whether there was a dependence on the p-H+

3 fraction; their
experiments were performed with n-H+

3 . It is unknown
whether the different nuclear spin configurations of the (H+

5 )*

collision complex have different lifetimes (which would
imply a dependence on the H+

3 nuclear spin configuration),
or if a subsequent collision with p-H2 can more effectively
stabilize the complex compared with an o-H2 collision. It is
also unclear whether this same effect would occur at higher
temperatures, as these ternary association reactions become
much slower. Because of this uncertainty, we assume that the
rate of H+

5 formation is independent of the spin configuration
of H+

3 , and that the (H+
5 )* lifetime is independent of its spin

configuration.
We instead treat the second of those processes: proton

scrambling through (H+
7 )*. A full treatment of this process

is difficult, but we make the assumption that a given (H+
5 )*

collision complex will undergo at most one reactive collision
with H2 during its lifetime, and this allows us to use the
nuclear spin branching fractions in a similar manner as in
the two-body case. The relevant reactions and their rates are
listed in Table VIII.

In order to use the nuclear spin branching fractions, the
fraction of the (H+

5 )* complexes that undergo an additional
collision with H2 must be taken into account. First, it is im-
portant to note that any “identity” reaction is indistinguishable
from a nonreactive collision. Because the two-body and three-
body reaction channels may have different identity branching
fractions (and different overall rates), we redefine all rates in
terms of the rates of reactive collisions: those that result in a
hop or exchange process. We will employ subscripts 2 and 3
to refer to two-body (H+

3 + H2) and three-body [(H+
5 )* + H2]

branching fractions, respectively:

Sid
n + Shop

n + Sexch
n = 1 (n = 2, 3),

k R
3,2 = kL

3,2

(
1 − Sid

2

)
,

k R
5,2 = kL

5,2

(
1 − Sid

3

)
,

αn = Shop
n

Sexch
n

= �H
n

�E
n

,

�H
n + �E

n = 1.

The coefficients k R are the reactive rate coefficients; those
with the identity reactions removed. We then define branching
fractions �M

n to refer to the branching fractions of only the re-

active collisions. The ratio �H
n /�E

n is equal to Shop
n /Sexch

n , so
the change in how the overall rate coefficients is defined does
not affect the ratio of the hop and exchange rates.

The utility of these redefinitions is that the branching
fraction between two-body and three-body processes can now
be expressed in terms of a single parameter. Once (H+

5 )* is
formed, the fractions �2 and �3 for the two channels are

�2 = ku
5

ku
5 + k R

5,2[H2]
,

�3 = k R
5,2[H2]

ku
5 + k R

5,2[H2]
, and consequently

�2 + �3 = 1.

As expected, these show that with increasing [H2], three-body
processes become important, and that the density at which this
happens depends on the lifetime of (H+

5 )* prior to unimolecu-
lar dissociation compared to the magnitude of k R

5,2[H2].
The final step before writing down steady state reaction

rates is to calculate the final branching fractions for o-H+
3 and

p-H+
3 through the three-body process. In Sec. II B, the branch-

ing fractions for reactant and product H+
5 were derived. These

must be combined with the branching fractions for the forma-
tion of nuclear spin states of (H+

5 )* through the H+
3 + H2 colli-

sion, as well as the branching fractions for formation of o-H+
3

and p-H+
3 resulting from the breakup of nuclear spin states of

(H+
5 )*. Using the angular momentum algebra of Oka,10 this is

straightforward.
For the formation of (H+

5 )*, the branching fractions are
obtained from the statistical weights of the angular momen-
tum representations resulting from H+

3 and H2. We show them
as coefficients for emphasis:

D3/2 ⊗ D1 → 6(D5/2/6) ⊕ 4(D3/2/4) ⊕ 2(D1/2/2),

D3/2 ⊗ D0 → 4(D3/2/4),

2D1/2 ⊗ D1 → 8(D3/2/4) ⊕ 4(D1/2/2),

2D1/2 ⊗ D0 → 4(D1/2/2).

For the destruction of (H+
5 )*, the statistical weights are

D5/2 → 6(D3/2 ⊗ D1/12),

4D3/2 → 4(D3/2 ⊗ D1/12) ⊕ 4(D3/2 ⊗ D0/4)

⊕ 8(D1/2 ⊗ D1/6),

5D1/2 → 2(D3/2 ⊗ D1/12) ⊕ 4(D1/2 ⊗ D1/6)

⊕ 4(D1/2 ⊗ D0/2).

Keeping in mind that the spin configuration of the product
H2 is unimportant for a pulsed laboratory plasma, the branch-
ing fractions for the H+

3 spin configurations can be obtained.
These are listed explicitly in Tables IX and X. To obtain
the overall o-H+

3 and p-H+
3 branching fractions for a the H+

3
+ 2H2 process, Tables VII, IX, and X can be carefully
treated with matrix multiplication. The results are listed in
Table XI.
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TABLE IX. Branching fractions for the spin configuration of (H+
5 )* formed

in collisions of H+
3 and H2.

(H+
3 ,H2) D5/2 D3/2 D1/2

(o-H+
3 ,o-H2) 3/6 2/6 1/6

(o-H+
3 ,p-H2) 0 1 0

(p-H+
3 ,o-H2) 0 2/3 1/3

(p-H+
3 ,p-H2) 0 0 1

Having calculated these branching fractions, it is now
possible to write the equation for d/dt([p-H+

3 ]). Equation (18)
shows the result, having applied the steady state approxima-
tion and divided by the product [H+

3 ][H2], as was done in the
derivation of the two-body model. Making the substitutions
�3 = 1 − �2, �H

n = αn/(1 + αn), and �E
n = 1/(1 + αn),

solving for p3, and simplifying leads to Eq. (19), the high
temperature three-body model.

0 = 1

[H+
3 ][H2]

d[p-H+
3 ]

dt
= �2

( {
�H

2

[
1

3
(1 − p2) + p2

]
+ �E

2

[
1

3
(1 − p2) + 1

3
p2

]}
(1 − p3)

−
{
�H

2
2

3
(1 − p2) + �E

2

[
1

3
(1 − p2) + 1

3
p2

]}
p3

)

+�3

({
�H

3

[
39

100
(1 − p2)2 + 9

20
p2(1 − p2) + 59

100
(1 − p2)p2 + 13

20
p2

2

]

+�E
3

[
19

50
(1 − p2)2 + 1

2
p2(1 − p2) + 19

50
(1 − p2)p2 + 1

2
p2

2

] }
(1 − p3)

−
{
�H

3

[
13

25
(1 − p2)2 + 23

50
p2(1 − p2) + 8

25
(1 − p2)p2 + 13

50
p2

2

]

+�E
3

[
11

25
(1 − p2)2 + 8

25
p2(1 − p2) + 11

25
(1 − p2)p2 + 8

25
p2

2

] }
p3

)
, (18)

p3 =
�2

1+α2

(
1
3α2 + 2

3α2 p2 + 1
3

) + 1−�2
1+α3

(
39

100α3 + 13
50α3 p2 + 19

50 + 3
25 p2

)
�2

1+α2

(
α2 + 2

3

) + 1−�2
1+α3

(
91

100α3 + 41
50

) . (19)

The results of the model are plotted in Fig. 2. As ev-
ident in Eq. (19), when �2 = 1, the three-body terms drop
out of the equation and the two-body high temperature model
[Eq. (17)] is obtained. This can be seen visually in panels a,
b, and c of the figure as the red lines depicting �2 = 1 over-
lap with the corresponding α2 value in the two-body model.
When �2 = 0, the three-body process exclusively determines
p3, and this is shown in panel d for various values of α3. When
α3 = ∞, the results are identical to the two-body model with
α2 = 0.5, and as α3 decreases, the slope becomes more shal-
low. Panels a and b show the effects of an increasing effect
of three-body reactions where α2 = 2.0, which is close to the
value reported by Cordonnier and coworkers.20 Three-body
collisions effectively decrease the slope of the p3 vs p2 plot
compared to the two-body model with the same α2. If proton
scrambling through the (H+

7 )* complex is influencing experi-

TABLE X. Branching fractions for the spin configuration of H+
3 formed

upon dissociation of (H+
5 )*.

(H+
5 )* o-H+

3 p-H+
3

D5/2 1 0
4D3/2 1/2 1/2
5D1/2 1/5 4/5

mental measurements, a fit of the data to the two-body model
would provide a lower limit on the value of α2. Measurement
at multiple pressures, however, would eliminate this ambigu-
ity, because if three-body collisions are important, the slope
should decrease with increasing pressure (and therefore de-
creasing �2). Finally, Fig. 2(c) shows the effect of decreasing
�2 if both hop/exchange ratios are at their statistical values
(α2 = 0.5 and α3 = 1.0).

TABLE XI. Mechanism-specific nuclear spin branching fractions for H+
3

resulting from the three-body reaction H+
3 + 2H2. Reactant H′

2 is the H2 that
collides with (H+

5 )*.

Hop Exchange
Reactants
(H+

3 ,H2,H′
2) o-H+

3 p-H+
3 o-H+

3 p-H+
3

(o-H+
3 ,o-H2,o-H′

2) 61/100 39/100 31/50 19/50
(o-H+

3 ,o-H2,p-H′
2) 41/100 59/100 31/50 19/50

(o-H+
3 ,p-H2,o-H′

2) 11/20 9/20 1/2 1/2
(o-H+

3 ,p-H2,p-H′
2) 7/20 13/20 1/2 1/2

(p-H+
3 ,o-H2,o-H′

2) 13/25 12/25 11/25 14/25
(p-H+

3 ,o-H2,p-H′
2) 8/25 17/25 11/25 14/25

(p-H+
3 ,p-H2,o-H′

2) 23/50 27/50 8/25 17/25
(p-H+

3 ,p-H2,p-H′
2) 13/50 37/50 8/25 17/25
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FIG. 2. The three-body high temperature model [Eq. (19)] for various values of �2, α2, and α3. For reference, the gray dotted lines are the two-body high
temperature model [Eq. (17)] for α = {0, 0.5, 2.0,∞} from shallowest to steepest slope.

It is important to keep in mind that this model is con-
strained to allow only one three-body scrambling reaction to
occur. Therefore, as �2 decreases, the realism of this model
might also decrease, as it could be possible for (H+

5 )* to expe-
rience multiple collisions with H2 prior to dissociation. Also,
this model does not treat nuclear spin dependence of the
ternary association reaction H+

3 + 2H2 → H+
5 + H2, which

may have different rates for o-H+
3 and p-H+

3 . The purpose of
the model is to give a sense of what the experimental data
may look like if three-body nuclear-spin-dependent processes
begin to compete with the H+

3 + H2 nuclear spin dependence,
not to serve as an accurate model for determining the full ki-
netics of the system.

IV. LOW TEMPERATURE MODEL

At lower temperatures, the assumption that many states
are energetically accessible and populated breaks down, and
the NSSWs cannot be used to determine the outcomes of
many H+

3 + H2 reactions.30 It is possible to account for
the interplay of nuclear spin selection rules and energetic
restrictions by employing a microcanonical statistical ap-
proach. Park and Light23 have developed a microcanonical
statistical model for the H+

3 + H2 system that conserves en-
ergy, angular momentum (both motional and nuclear spin),
and parity, and also allows for incomplete proton scram-

bling. The output of their model gives rate coefficients ki jkl ,
where the subscripts denote the nuclear spin configurations
of the reactants and products: i-H+

3 + j-H2 → k-H+
3 + l-

H2. The rate coefficients depend on the reactants’ total en-
ergy (based on their kinetic temperature Tkin and rotational
temperature Trot), as well as the branching fractions Sid, Shop,
and Sexch.

Because the rate coefficients themselves are not bro-
ken into identity, hop, and exchange components, another
model must be derived. The derivation has been presented
in detail elsewhere,19 but will be summarized here. As with
the high temperature models, we assume that the nuclear
spin configuration is determined entirely by the H+

3 + H2

reaction, and ignore formation and destruction of H+
3 . We

also ignore three-body processes, and invoke the steady state
approximation:

0 = d[p-H+
3 ]

dt
= {

(koopo + koopp)[o-H2]

+ (koppo + koppp)[p-H2]
}
[o-H+

3 ]

− {
(kpooo + kpoop)[o-H2]

+ (kppoo + kppop)[p-H2]
}
[p-H+

3 ].

From the nuclear spin selection rules, koppp and kppop are rig-
orously 0 (see Table I). Dividing through by [H+

3 ][H2] and
solving for p3 gives the final result:

p3 = (koopp + koopo)(1 − p2) + koppo p2

(koopp + koopo + kpoop + kpooo)(1 − p2) + (koppo + kppoo)p2
. (20)
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FIG. 3. Low temperature model [Eq. (20)] results for a variety of temperatures and branching fractions. The gray dotted lines are the two-body high temperature
model [Eq. (17)] for α = {0, 0.5, 2.0,∞} from shallowest to steepest slope.
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Equation (20) is the low temperature model, and it con-
verges to Eq. (17) in the limit that (koopp + koopo) = (k H

+ k E )/3, koppo = k H + k E/3, and so on. This model can be
more directly used with the low-temperature (10–160 K) rate
coefficients ki jkl calculated by the microcanonical statistical
model of Park and Light.23 This model has been previously
applied to the conditions of diffuse molecular clouds in the
interstellar medium, and it should be noted that although
Eq. (20) is the same as that in Ref. 19, the conditions of a
pulsed laboratory plasma are quite different than those in the
diffuse molecular clouds. In the latter, the density is so low
that the collision timescale (months) is longer than the spon-
taneous emission timescale (days) for most H+

3 rotational lev-
els. As a result, essentially all of the H+

3 population lies in
the lowest ortho and para rotational levels, and consequently
the authors calculated rate coefficients at a “nonthermal”
rotational temperature of 10 K, and kinetic temperatures from
10 to 160 K. In the laboratory, the collision rate is many or-
ders of magnitude faster than the spontaneous emission rate,
and “thermal” rotational temperatures are appropriate.

Results from the low temperature model are plotted in
Fig. 3. In general, the model shows that the p3 vs p2 traces
are curved upwards; the curvature is greater at lower temper-
atures. As the temperature increases (panels a, b, c, and d; the
blue shaded region), the results approach the high tempera-
ture model line for the same α. In panels a and b, α = 0.5 and
Sid = 0.1 and 0.9, respectively, and as T approaches 160 K,
the curves approach the high temperature model α = 0.5 line,
especially at higher Sid, though it is interesting to note that p3

is still expected to be less than 0.5 in a n-H2 plasma. Panels c
and d show the same effect for α = 2.0. The implications of
a nonthermal plasma (Tkin �= Trot) are shown in panels c and
f (the red shaded region; the effect is a subtle change in the
curvature, particularly towards larger p2.

The p3 vs p2 traces from the low temperature model are
strongly dependent on α, as shown in panels g-l (the green
shaded region). Depending on the temperature, the curves
could be very close to those of the high temperature model
(panels g and h), or dramatically different (panels k and l). Of
particular interest are the results at the lowest temperatures.
Generally, the differences in the curves due to a large change
in Sid are subtle. But as seen in the panels k and l, if α is
known, then according to this model Sid can be determined by
the exact value of p3 across the range of p2 where the curve
is nearly flat.

The low temperature model is only as good as the rate
coefficients that are used with it. The rate coefficients used
in this work are calculated using the microcanonical statisti-
cal model of Park and Light,23 which is not a quantum me-
chanical model. If quantum effects become important at low
temperatures, then the rate coefficients calculated using a sta-
tistical model may not be accurate. However, microcanoni-
cal statistical calculations of rate coefficients in other isotopic
analogs of the H+

3 + H2 system have been found to agree
well with ion trap measurements at 10–20 K,31 which pro-
vides some support for the use of these rate coefficients in the
purely hydrogenic system at similar temperatures. Reactive
scattering calculations on the H+

5 potential energy surface32

are desirable, but still unfeasible. At more moderate temper-

atures, it would be unlikely for quantum effects to be impor-
tant, and it is therefore likely that this model should perform
well.

Extension of this model to include three-body scram-
bling is not straightforward. An analogous microcanonical
statistical study of the H+

5 + H2 reaction would have to be
carried out, and the complex formation rates compared with
the complex lifetimes to determine the two-body:three-body
ratio. Also, the nuclear spin dependence of ternary associ-
ation reactions would also likely have to be taken into ac-
count, as these reactions are much faster at low tempera-
tures. Such work is beyond the scope of this paper, and so
the low temperature model that we have derived should only
be employed at densities low enough to preclude three-body
reactions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have derived a series of models aimed
at extracting the nuclear spin dependence of the H+

3 + H2

reaction from laboratory data. The appropriate experiment is
to measure the p-H+

3 fraction (p3) formed in laboratory plas-
mas of varying p-H2 fraction (p2) at steady state. An impor-
tant condition for using these models is that p3 must be de-
termined exclusively by the H+

3 + H2 reaction, not by other
nuclear spin dependent processes like electron dissociative re-
combination of H+

3 . Another important condition is that the
p-H2 fraction is constant, or at the very least, slowly chang-
ing, as is the case in the early stages of a pulsed plasma or in a
plasma in which the H2 has an external means of thermalizing
its spin.

The nuclear spin dependence of the H+
3 + H2 reaction is

influenced heavily by nuclear spin selection rules that arise as
a consequence of exchange symmetry, and can be expressed
in terms of the hop-to-exchange ratio α. At sufficiently high
temperatures, the nuclear spin selection rules are expected
to entirely determine the reaction outcome, and a steady
state chemical model incorporating the resultant mechanism-
specific product spin branching fractions [Eq. (17)] indi-
cates that α can be determined from the slope of a plot of
p3 vs p2.

However, in a laboratory plasma, there exists the possi-
bility that the H2 number density is sufficiently high to al-
low for three-body collisions to occur, resulting in processes
such as ternary association to form H+

5 or three-body scram-
bling in the (H+

7 )* collision complex. In Sec. II B we de-
rived mechanism-specific product spin branching fractions for
the H+

5 + H2 reaction in an analogous manner to the H+
3

+ H2 reaction, using the “H+
3 hop” and “hydrogen exchange”

mechanisms. These branching fractions are incorporated into
a steady state kinetic model with the two-body branching frac-
tions [Eq. (19)], where the p3 vs p2 plot then depends on the
hop-to-exchange ratios for the two-body (α2) and three-body
(α3) processes, and the relative rates of two-body reactive col-
lisions to three-body reactive collisions. The model makes the
assumption that ternary association reactions do not have sig-
nificant nuclear spin dependence, and that a given (H+

5 )* com-
plex suffers at most one reactive collision with H2 during its
lifetime.
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Finally, we have considered lower temperature plasmas
in which there is insufficient energy for the nuclear spin prod-
uct branching fractions to accurately represent the reaction
outcomes. Using rate coefficients calculated with a micro-
canonical statistical approach, we have developed a low tem-
perature model [Eq. (20)] that predicts the p3 vs p2 behavior
of the plasma in terms of the identity branching fraction Sid,
α, and the kinetic and rotational temperatures of the plasma.
This model has not been extended to include three-body pro-
cesses. Fully quantum reactive scattering calculations may be
required to accurately represent the behavior of this reaction
at the lowest temperatures. It is hoped that these models, to-
gether with the appropriate experimental measurements, will
allow for determination of the nuclear spin dependence of this
important fundamental reaction, and will aid in the use of H+

3
as a probe of astrophysical conditions.
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